Patterns of recolonisation and the importance of pit-digging by the crab *Cancer pagurus* in a subtidal sand habitat
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**ABSTRACT:** The nature and level of disturbance to a benthic community caused by the pit-digging activities of the crab *Cancer pagurus* were examined in a shallow sub-tidal sand habitat on the west coast of Scotland. From observations by acoustic tracking we estimate that each individual digs between 6 and 7 pits d⁻¹, with a total of 20 pits dug in a 1000 m² area each day. Recolonisation of simulated crab pits suggest that the community returned to its original state within 25 to 30 d. This was achieved initially by erosion from the surrounding sediments, followed by the random arrival of adult colonists from the available benthic pool. Feeding or other competitive interactions within disturbed patches were not altered sufficiently to be reflected as changes in the relative abundance of taxa. We estimate that 3.6 % of the habitat will be at some stage of recovery from disturbance by pit-digging at this time of year.

**INTRODUCTION**

Physical disturbance has been identified as a potentially important force for structuring biological communities. In the case of soft-sediment benthic habitats, such disturbances range from storms operating over kilometres to localised disturbances on a scale of metres or centimetres. On these smaller scales the agents of disturbance are often predators which disrupt the sediment when foraging (e.g. Thistle 1981, Van Blaricom 1982, Oliver & Slattery 1985, Thrush 1986). Such disturbances can contribute to small-scale spatial variability in infaunal communities by opening patches for invasion and occupancy. In common with many plant communities and marine systems such as coral reefs, soft sediment communities are often considered as spatial mosaics of patches at different stages in a successional sequence (Johnson 1970, 1973, Grassle & Sanders 1973, Connell 1978).

The edible crab *Cancer pagurus* (Linnaeus) is a conspicuous member of the subtidal community around the coasts of northern Europe and forms the basis for a valuable commercial fishery. In soft sediment habitats the principle prey for *C. pagurus* appears to be large bivalve species (Shelton et al. 1979). To obtain bivalve prey *C. pagurus* excavate pits in the sediment which are often conspicuous features of the sea bed topography.

In this paper we describe and examine the recolonisation of sediment pits which mimicked those of *Cancer pagurus* in a shallow sub-tidal sand habitat. In the first part of the paper we describe the physical features of natural pits and use a variety of methods to estimate the level of disturbance caused by *C. pagurus*. We then describe the macrobenthic community dynamics within patches created by the disturbance and compare and contrast our results with those obtained for other habitats. We examine whether food accumulation or release from competition can account for the observed responses of infaunal species to disturbance by pit-digging and assess whether the scales and dynamics of patches are likely to have an important influence on community organisation considered on a large scale.

The contribution of pit-digging by *Cancer pagurus* to spatial heterogeneity, and the patterns of recolonisation of disturbed patches have previously been examined by Thrush (1986) for a subtidal gravelly
habitat. Here, we extend these observations to a contrasting habitat and use a more powerful experimental design to examine recolonisation processes. We also measure the dimensions and infilling rates of pits and estimate the rate of pit creation from laboratory data on feeding frequency and from crab movement data obtained by acoustic tracking.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field investigations during this study were conducted in July and August 1989 at Loch Gairloch, Ross-shire, Scotland, in a shallow (15 m) sandy habitat previously described by Hall et al. (1990a, b). The study site is on a shallow sandy bottom 15 m deep and ca 75 m from a steeply sloping, moderately sheltered rocky shore. A narrow belt of kelp, Laminaria digitata (Hudson) extends ca 3 m out from the shore at low water and is associated with large boulder formations which lead directly onto the flat sandy bottom. The sediments are poorly sorted medium sands (median diameter 0.23 to 0.31 mm) with only a small fraction (> 1 %) less than 63 μm. Apart from crab pits and detached macroalgae there are few notable features, such as burrows and mounds. The maximum current speed recorded during continuous measurement over the study period was 0.14 m s⁻².

Estimating disturbance.

Conventional crab tagging and pit census: A total of 21 dives over a survey period of 35 d were made between July and August to estimate the level of disturbance caused by Cancer pagurus. All dives were conducted during the day within a 100 X 50 m area marked out on the sea floor. On each dive the area was searched for crabs for ca 45 min. When a crab was encountered its behaviour was recorded and, if it was in a pit, it was carefully removed to allow the dimensions of the pit to be measured. The depth, length and width of each pit were recorded. Because pits were almost always oval in area and conical in section, these dimensions provide a reasonable description of pit shape. All newly found crabs were measured, sexed and marked with a standard numbered tag attached to one claw. The identity of any crabs which had been tagged previously was noted. Individuals were returned to their pits where, in the majority of cases (87 %), they remained. Any crab which left its pit immediately after tagging was noted.

All pits containing crabs were marked using a numbered 75 cm diameter plastic coated metal ring (6 mm cross-sectional diameter) placed around the pit. Infilling was assessed by measuring the dimensions of tagged pits on subsequent surveys. We believe the ring was sufficiently thin so as not to affect rates of infilling, although we did not formally test this assumption.

Acoustic tracking of crab movements: To provide an estimate of disturbance frequency the movements of individual crabs were examined by fixed array acoustic tracking. Movements were followed using an upgraded version of the system described by Hawkins et al. (1980). A full specification for the up-graded system is available on request. The tracking area was bounded by 5 hydrophones 100 m apart and laid out in a pentagonal arrangement. The area inside the array covered ca 2.2 ha and the position of individuals was recorded every 2 s. Crabs were tagged using conventional 12 X 40 mm acoustic pingers (ca 75 kHz pulses of 1.5 ms duration) attached to a claw. In all other respects crabs were treated in an identical manner to those tagged conventionally and the attached pinger was unlikely to affect pit-digging performance.

Sediments and invertebrates in pits. To investigate the dynamics of pit recolonisation an experiment was conducted in which the effects of simulated crab pits were followed over time. The experiment was conducted at 15 m depth in a 100 X 2 m strip of seabed running parallel to the shore.

To protect the experimental area from uncontrolled disturbances by crabs it was surrounded by a 5 X 5 cm mesh wire barrier. The barrier was 30 cm high and had prongs on the bottom which projected 5 cm into the sediment and prevented crabs from burrowing underneath. A solid metal shelf projecting horizontally outward from the top of the barrier prevented crabs from climbing into the area. No crabs were ever found inside the barrier. Within the area the positions for 40 simulated crab pits were marked using 75 cm diameter plastic covered metal hoops. At the start of the experi-
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Fig. 1. Spatial layout of simulated crab pit and control areas within a protective barrier
ment divers dug 50 cm diameter × 5 cm deep pits within the hoops (Fig. 1) by pushing the sediment away from the centre of the pit using 2 metal trowels. This action mimicked the way crabs excavate pits by pushing sediment out with the back of their claws.

At 3, 6, 12 and 24 d after the experiment had begun 10 replicate pits were sampled. The location of the pits to be sampled in any time period was pre-determined using a randomisation procedure. Ten unmanipulated areas, one immediately adjacent to each pit and 30 to 40 cm from the pit edge, were sampled at the same time. To sample the fauna a 10 cm diameter corer was placed in the centre of each pit and a 2 cm diameter core was placed within this to obtain a meiofaunal sample and material for sediment analysis. After removal of the meiofauna core sample the larger macrofaunal core was removed. An identical procedure was adopted for all control replicates.

All samples were fixed in 5 % formalin and macrofauna samples were washed over a 0.5 mm sieve. Animals retained on the sieve were counted and extracted and identified to species where possible. Meiofaunal cores were separated into the surface section (0 to 2 cm) and the remainder (2 to 10 cm) and were extracted by elutriation (Uhlig et al. 1973). Meiofauna data for the 12 d sample were not analysed. Sediment analysis was performed by dry sieving (Holme & McIntyre 1984). Separate analyses were performed for the 2 depth layers. Only samples from 3 and 24 d were analysed. All samples contained less than 1 % silt.

Owing to oversight samples for analysis of organic material were not taken. In order to test whether organic matter accumulates in crab pits at our study site, 14 natural pits were therefore sampled at a later date along with adjacent undisturbed sediments. Samples were taken with a 2 cm diameter corer and the organic carbon content of a 0.5 g subsample of the sediment from the upper 2 cm was measured by wet oxidation (Strickland & Parsons 1972, adapted by Basford & Eleftheriou 1988).

**Statistical analysis.** For both meiofauna and macrofauna, the effects of simulated crab disturbances on the total numbers of individuals and total numbers of taxa were analysed for each time period using paired t-tests. All abundance data were log-transformed (log (x + 1)) before analysis. For the 16 most abundant macrofaunal taxa difference plots were used rather than making large numbers of paired comparisons. With these plots the difference in taxa abundance between paired pit and control replicates was plotted against the time from the start of the experiment. Where appropriate, least-squares linear regressions were calculated to describe these data.

If benthic assemblages respond to small but consistent and directional changes in the relative abundance of many prey taxa, this might not be detected by between-treatment comparisons of individual species. Such effects may, however, become apparent using a non-parametric method such as the Sign test (Siegle 1956). We therefore used this test to examine whether there were any consistent effects on taxa abundances.

Two measures of taxa diversity were calculated from the macrofaunal samples after Krebs (1989). Simpson's reciprocal, D, was chosen as a Type II index which is most sensitive to changes in more abundant taxa (Peet 1974). The second index is the exponential of the Shannon-Weiner function (exp H') which is a Type I index, most sensitive to changes in rare taxa. Sample variances for the 2 measures were calculated using the jackknife method.

## RESULTS

### Estimates of disturbance

**Conventional tagging**

Ninety-eight crabs were conventionally tagged during the survey period, of which 93 were female. Carapace width ranged from 100 to 200 mm. On the basis of 100 m transect line swims, we estimated the density of crabs at the time of the study to be between 1 and 2 crabs per 300 m². At this density we would expect to encounter between 16 and 20 crabs during a survey if the entire 5000 m² survey area could be covered. However, the requirement to tag crabs and mark and measure pits meant that time was never sufficient to search the whole area adequately and the maximum number of crabs found during a 50 min dive was 12. To ensure that the whole area was covered adequately, each dive was started in a different place within the area.

Despite tagging a large number of individuals only 10 tagged crabs were found on subsequent dives, indicating that individuals were highly mobile. This conclusion is supported by the results of our acoustic tracking study (see below). Fig. 2a shows the size distribution of tagged crabs.

Over 95 % of all crabs found in the survey area were in pits. Observation by divers suggested that there were 2 types of pit present; small shallow pits which closely matched the boundary of the carapace and in which crabs were largely inactive (hereafter termed resting pits) and larger excavations in which crabs were often found actively digging or feeding on an *Ensis* sp. Larger crabs tended to be found in larger pits (Fig. 2b), but these data also suggest that all but the smallest crabs dig both large and small pits, but few of intermediate size. This suggestion is supported by the
observation that the frequency distribution of residuals about a least-squares linear regression through these data is strongly bimodal. Fig. 2c, which shows the frequency distribution of pit areas, confirms our subjective impression that there are 2 kinds of pit and suggests that ca 20% of pits created are large enough to be associated with feeding.

Ninety-one pits were tagged but, because these were only re-measured when they were encountered at random during searches, the distribution of observations between pits and through time was not uniform. Nevertheless, it is clear that the rate of infilling was very variable between pits (Table 1). For example, one 5 cm deep pit took only 5 d to become unrecognisable from surface appearance while another pit of the same depth was still 3 cm deep after 20 d.

Crab movements and the rate of pit creation

Eight crabs were successfully tagged acoustically during the study and they were followed without interruption for between 1 and 11 d. Fig. 3 shows an example plot of a crab’s movements where the proportion of the total number of position fixes is plotted on the vertical axis against crab position on the sea bed given as x and y coordinates. This gives a measure of residence time at each position in the track and clearly shows positions where crabs were stationary. During our survey dives 98% of stationary crabs were in either feeding or resting pits. To provide an estimate of pit formation rate we have divided the number of stationary periods identifiable from an uninterrupted track by the track duration. These estimates are not independent because up to 3 values were obtained from the same individual, but as a simple description of the data the arithmetic mean of 6.5 ± 1.7 SEM pits per day is reasonable. On the basis of both laboratory data on meal size and feeding frequency (Hall & Tuck unpbl.) and on the proportion of larger sized pits in the wild we expect at least one of these to be a feeding pit.

The mean number of crabs found on a survey dive was 5.53 ± 0.6 SEM, giving a minimum density estimate of approximately 1 crab per 1000 m². This estimate is very conservative, however, because we were unable to survey the entire 100 × 50 m quadrat on each dive. Also, as increasing numbers of pits were marked in the area more time was spent measuring these than searching for new crabs. The maximum number recorded during a dive was 12 crabs (1 crab per 416 m²) which occurred on the third day of the survey. This latter estimate is closer to the estimates made the previous year during transect surveys which recorded densities of approximately 1 crab per 300 m². Using a density estimate of approximately 3 crabs per 1000 m²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>No of pits</th>
<th>Minimum life (d)</th>
<th>Maximum life (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Pits still present after last observations
and between 6 and 7 pits dug per individual per day, we would expect ca 20 pits to be generated per 1000 m² each day.

**Biological and sediment characteristics of pits**

**Effects on sediment characteristics**

Table 2 summarises the data for median particle size for 0 to 2 and 2 to 10 cm depth strata and organic carbon content for the upper 2 cm of natural crab pits. These data show that pit formation resulted in a statistically significant increase in median particle size. This was mainly due to a small increase in the amount of coarse (1 to 4 mm diameter) material in samples from pits, rather than a reduction in fines. This effect on sediment granulometry persisted up to the end of the experiment in the surface layer, but did not occur at depth. In contrast there was no statistically significant difference in organic carbon content between crab pits and undisturbed areas, indicating that pits are not sites for organic matter accumulation in this habitat.

**Effects on the meiofaunal community**

Fig. 4a & b shows the total number of individuals and taxa for simulated pits and controls 3, 6 and 24 d after pit creation for the 2 depth strata analysed. The mean numbers of individuals (all taxa combined) were consistently lower for pits at both depth strata, but differences were only significant for the 6 d sample in the upper layer. The number of taxa (Fig. 4c & d) showed no consistent pattern at either depth. For the upper sediment layer all taxa had lower mean abundance after 3 and 6 d and even after 24 d the only taxon for which mean abundance in pits exceeded controls was harpactacoid copepods. Despite the consistent pattern of lower mean abundance in pits, this was only significant for nematodes sampled on Day 3. A similar pattern of lower mean abundance in simulated pits occurred in the deeper sediment layer; out of 15 comparisons, only one (harpactacoid copepods after 3 d) showed lower values in controls. Once again, however, only 2 comparisons on Day 3 showed significant differences (gastrotrichs and ciliates).

**Effects on the macrofaunal community**

Fig. 5 summarises the data on numbers of individuals and taxa for the macrofaunal community and shows a statistically significant reduction between simulated...
Fig. 4. Effects of simulated pit-digging on the total number of meiofauna individuals and taxa. Hatched bars: pits; open bars: controls; asterisk denotes significant difference between pits and controls, = $p < 0.05$. Data are arithmetic means + 1 SEM.

Fig. 5. Effects of simulated pit-digging on the total number of macrofauna individuals and taxa. Hatched bars: pits; open bars: controls; asterisk denotes significant difference between pits and controls: *$p < 0.05$, **$p < 0.01$, ***$p < 0.001$. Data are arithmetic means + 1 SEM.

Fig. 6. Aricidea minuta. Example difference plot used to examine the effects of simulated pit-digging on individual macrofaunal taxa. Values are differences between abundances in paired pits and controls.
had a lower diversity after 6 d, but after 12 and 24 d diversity in pits was significantly greater than in controls (Fig. 7). This result can be accounted for by an increasing evenness in the distribution of species abundances, although examination of Whittaker plots of log relative abundance against species rank (Whittaker 1965) failed to reveal any marked differences between pits and controls.

Another potential effect of pit creation is the provision of patches for active colonisation, or passive inflow, by the larvae of infaunal taxa. During meiofauna analysis all juvenile stages of macrofauna (temporary meiofauna) were enumerated to test this hypothesis. The total numbers of individuals and taxa were consistently lower in simulated pits (Fig. 8), indicating that larvae were not preferentially settling in these areas.

To compare within- and between-treatment changes in sample similarity we calculated the Bray-Curtis statistic for all pair-wise comparisons between replicate pits (within-pit), replicate controls (within-control), and between replicate pit and control (between-treatment) samples. Fig. 9 shows the median values and 95% confidence intervals for these data at each time point. As would be expected, within-control comparisons give the highest similarity values and these did not change significantly over the course of the experiment. Within-pit similarities were significantly lower than within-control values for all time points, although the data indicate that pits were becoming more similar to one another over time. The between-pit and control comparisons indicate that pits were also becoming more similar to controls with time, suggesting that the community was returning to its pre-disturbance state.
One important question concerns the extent to which our pit simulations reflect the natural pit-digging process. To address this question we sampled 6 identifiable crab pits (each ca 5 cm deep) and immediately adjacent control sites. Although we do not know the age of these pits, Table 4 shows a pattern of reduced mean abundances of species and individuals that is consistent with our experimental results. Similarly, a Sign test revealed that a significant proportion of taxa were more abundant in undisturbed areas (p < 0.001).

Examination of individual taxa, however, shows a somewhat contradictory pattern – the mean abundances of the 3 top ranked taxa (Exogene hebes, Oligochaetae and Mediomastus sp.) were higher in pits (Fig. 10). Closer examination of the raw data shows that this pattern is the result of unusually high abundances in 2 of the 6 pits. We have no additional data that can explain these 2 unusual pits but, in view of the fact that the pattern found for most pits was consistent with our experimental results, we are confident that our simulated pit-digging was representative of the disturbance caused by crabs.

Table 4. Abundance of individuals and species for natural crab pits and adjacent undisturbed areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pit</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of individuals per core</td>
<td>92.3 ± 17.6</td>
<td>117.3 ± 12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of taxa per core</td>
<td>22.7 ± 1.9</td>
<td>29.5 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Our results show that pit-digging on the same scale as that performed by crabs causes changes in sediment characteristics and reduction in the abundances of both meio and macrofauna. Effects on macrofauna were detectable after 24 d, even though there were no surface signs of the pits.

Reductions in abundance are likely to be the result of 3 processes: displacement, predation and emigration. Displacement occurs because surface sediments and the animals they contain are pushed out of the pit; predation operates because mobile epifaunal predators (particularly fish and crabs) exploit the disturbed area and emigration may occur as individuals or species move out of the disturbed area. Following this initial reduction in animal numbers the relative importance of other processes will determine the dynamics of pits. These processes include detrital accumulation, larval recruitment, adult migration, and competitive and reproductive processes within the patch. It is within this phase that successional models are of interest.

We have found little evidence of disproportionate increases in the abundance of some taxa, that would be consistent with a competitive release (Grassle & Sanders 1973) or food accumulation model in which organic matter accumulates in sediment depressions and is exploited by macrobenthic species which increase in abundance (Thistle 1980, 1981, Van Blaricom 1982).
Rather, we observed a gradual return to the original community through the addition of displaced taxa and restoration of original densities. These results are consistent with those of Thrush (1986) who conducted a similar study on pit-digging by Cancer pagurus in a subtidal gravelly sediment and with the results of a number of other studies of disturbance (Sherman & Coull 1980, Reidenauer & Thistle 1981, Levin 1984, Nowell & Jumars 1984, Savidge & Taghon 1988). In all these cases it would appear that feeding or competitive interactions within disturbed patches were not altered enough to show as changes in the relative abundance of taxa.

Our analysis of within- and between-treatment similarity in the recolonisation experiment leads us to conclude that pit-digging had a variable effect on replicates in the disturbed treatment. If the same taxa were affected to the same extent in all disturbances we would expect the within-treatment similarities to be the same as controls. The result we obtained, however, implies that the identity of taxa affected by a disturbance and the magnitude of the effect is unpredictable.

The mechanisms by which disturbed patches are recolonised remains unresolved but because pits were filled in within 3 to 6 d the initial phase of recovery is likely to be through erosion from the surrounding sediments. However, Van Blaricom (1982) reported short-term peaks in abundance of some species over this time scale and species of the same genus (Megalorupus sp. and Monoculodes sp.) are present in our study site. The simplest interpretation is that the identity of taxa colonised at random from the available pool, either through transport in the water column or by migration through the sediments.

We have not included in this discussion short-term responses by epibenthic predators, such as fish, crabs or shrimps, which actively feed in disturbed sediment during and immediately after pit-digging (Nerini & Oliver 1983, Oliver et al. 1983, 1985). On this time scale a model of patch dynamics based on feeding responses is appropriate. Predation by mobile epibenthic predators will be dealt with elsewhere.

We have estimated that in any given 1000 m² area there will be 20 pits dug each day. Of these a minimum of 3 are likely to be feeding pits, although we may expect a greater number of large pits if crabs are unsuccessful in some feeding attempts. (Judging from the number of pits dug at night and the frequency with which we observed chains of pits in a localised area, such unsuccessful feeding attempts seem likely.) The modal sizes for feeding and resting pits are 0.25 and 0.04 m², respectively. Thus, we estimate that ca 0.0015 % of the habitat is disturbed each day. We show that disturbances were clearly detectable after 24 d but, unfortunately, we have no observations beyond this so that 24 d represent a minimum life for a disturbed patch. Using this minimum we estimate that ca 3.6 % of the area will be at some stage of recovery from disturbance by pit-digging. This value rises to ca 6 % if we extend pit life to 30 d, which is reasonable judging from the trajectories for total numbers of macrofauna individuals in pit and control areas. On this basis it would seem that, although the foraging activities of Cancer have profound effects on a local scale they are unlikely to be important on a larger scale for maintaining communities at any kind of competitive disequilibrium. 'Back of the envelope' calculations of this kind are, of course, somewhat speculative, but we feel that this estimate is a reasonable one based on the available data.
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